
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING QUIZBOWL

View Test Prep - LEVEL 2 ACCOUNTING QUIZBOWL from ACCOUNTING A non-derivative financial asset with fixed or
determinable payments that is not.

What function do accounting journals serve in the accounting process? The cost to sell the machine is P40, In
addition, the company uses frequent selling price markdowns to stimulate sales. Paying a P, note payable d. At
the beginning of , an entity purchased a fire insurance policy covering a property for a period of two years. If
an accountant fails to make an adjusting entry at the end of a fiscal period to record expired insurance, the
omission will cause a. It is depreciating the machine over 12 years by the SLM to a residual value of P, The
investee recognized a net loss of P, for and paid dividends of P, on December 31,  The asset was revalued on
reporting date to P45, At the beginning of the year, a business has cash of 50,, receivables of 60,, and
equipment totaling , The vendor shipped the merchandise f. The financial statements were authorized for issue
on February 1,  If an amendment to other information in a document containing audited financial statements is
necessary and the entity refuses to make the amendment, the auditor would consider issuing: A. Unqualified
B. Jagger Limited acquired an item of Property at a cost of P50, Unqualified opinion with a separate
explanatory paragraph. The P5, cost of the policy was paid in cash. Analytical review only needs to have
accounts related to other accounts or other independent data. Portion of the financial statements examined by
the other auditor. ANSWER: P, Book credits for November representing checks ,, , Bank debits for November
representing checks , , November Outstanding Checks Php, The following amounts were taken from the
statement of affairs for Bagsik Company: Unsecured liabilities without priority Php90, Stockholders' equity
36, Loss on realization of assets 45, Estimated administrative expenses that have not been 4, entered in the
accounting records Unsecured liabilities with priority 10, How much is the estimated payment for the
unsecured liabilities without priority? Tax assessment values D. The plant will continue to be operated until it
is sold, at which time the operations of the plant will be outsourced. Will decrease equity d. Recorded directly
to retained earnings because it is not an income-producing item. Assume that employees confessed to a P,
inventory theft but are not able to make restitution. Qualitative information d. Answer: P76, Revenue received
in advance of P1,, in was treated as earned in but it will actually be earned in  The fair value of the machine is
P, Financial Accounting Quizbowl Essay Financial Accounting Quizbowl Essay Which of the following is an
appropriate combination of a biological asset and its agricultural produce? The SME uses the cost model to
account for its investment in associate. The Smasher Company uses the cash basis of accounting. On
December 31, , units acquired from the supplier were unsold. Identify the appropriate type of opinion to issue
when the auditor is satisfied that there is a remote likelihood of a loss resulting from the resolution of an
uncertainty. Collecting P40, from customers on account c. Total revenues to be understated c. These are group
or divisional assets e.


